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Translational Turn and international law:
gender discourses in the Islamic Republic of Iran

Irene Schneider

1. Introduction to the field

In this article I analyze the discourses on the implementation 01' international human
rights in Iran in a certain period, thereby focusing especially on the concept 01' gen
der-(in)equality. As examples I selected two weil known female jurists, Fariba
'Aläsvand and Shahindokht Mawl äverdi as representatives 01' contradictory posi
tions with regard to gender-equality and the implementation of international human
rights.

International Law and especially international covenants claim universality but
have to be transferred to the national legal contexts 01' the nation states ' . Dealing
with the implementation 01' international covenants into the national legal context
jurists 01' international law often speak of the "rnigration" 01' the concept 01' (human)
rights'', thereby concentrating on the process of"traveling" or "corning to" the nation
state. In their book The Power 0/ Human Rights, Risse /Sikkink (1999) investigate
the general conditions under which international norms are implemented in states.
They argue that international human rights norms challenge state rule over society
and national sovereignty, are weil institutionalized in international regirnes and
organizations, and are contested and compete with other principled (sie! IS) ideas.3

They argue that the diffusion 01' international norrns in the area 01' human rights
depends crucially on the establishment and the sustainability of networks among
domestic and transnational actors especially NGOs (Non-Governmental Organiza
tions) and INGOs (international NGOs) that manage to link up with international
regimes to "alert Western public opinion and Western government'". They challenge
norm-violating governments by creating a transnational structure to pressure such
regirnes "from above" and "from below". Risse /Sikkink call the process by which

1 Rissc&Sikkink 1999; Ali 2000.
2 Bacr 2011.
3 Rissc&Sikkink 1999: 4.
4 Ibid.: 5.
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international norms are internalized and implernented domestically a process of
"soc ialization'" and use a "spiral model" to i1lustrate its stages which are:
1. Repression ofhuman rights activities.
2. Denial: Repressive state denies the validity ofhuman rights norms.
3. Tactical concessions: Concessions to the human rights network, reduced room

for maneuver against human rights.
4. Prescriptive status : State accepts international norms, ratifies treaties and institu -

tionalizes norms domestically.
5. Rule-consistent behavior."
In phase I domestic-societal opposition is too weak or too oppressed to present a
significant challenge to the government. In phase 2 the norrn-violating state is put on
the international agenda of the human rights networks. This serves to raise the level
of international public attention toward the "target state", If this continues and esca
lates, the norm-violating state seeks cosmetic changes to pacify international criti 
cism in phase 3. Phase 4 sees the actors involved regularly refer to human rights
norms to describe and comment on their own behavior and that of others. It is a
necessary step toward, but not identical with the next phase, phase 5: rule-consistent
behavior. Governments might accept the validity of human rights norms, but still
continue to torture prisoners or detain people without trial, etc. '

This model s is developed by the authors as a "theory of the stages and mech a
nisms through which international norms can lead to changes in behavior?" but the
authors do not assume an evolutionary or automatic progress. Instead they suggest
that regimes might return to oppression after some tactical concessions in phase 3
when international pressures have decreased. States might not care about transna
tional and international opposition concerning their behavior.10 They argue that
countries that resist are not economically weak per se but do not care about their
international image. Furthermore, Risse /Sikkink are weil aware - as seen on the
quotation above - that international human rights norms "compete with other princi
pled ideas"!' but they do not elaborate on this.

It is here that I would like to start with my analyses: What are the conditions un
der which human rights Conventions, in this case the CEDAW (Convention on the
Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination against Women, 1979) are adopted in
Iran? How is this process connected to the dominance of "other principled ideas"?
What are these principled ideas and what is their role? As an example I take the
discussion on human rights and the concept of gender and gender-roles, the question
of gender-equality and gender-hierarchy in the Islamic Republic of Iran which

5 Rissc&Sikking 1999: 5.
6 Ibid.: 20.
7 Ibid.: 19-35 .
8 Ibid.: 18.
9 lbid.: 2.

10 lbid.: 34.
I I Ibid.: 4.
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evolved around 2004-2006 whcn thc rati fication of the CEDAW was under discus
sion in Iran and than rejected. I do not focus on the role ofNGOs and INGOs in this
article. I have analyzed the discourse and practices of civil society in connection
with the debate of the new Family Draft Law in 2008 in Iran elsewhere.V The dis
course in the public sphere in 2008 , however, did not refer to international conven
tions , e.g . the CEDAW. On the contrary, it seemed to be taboo, whereas arguments
pointing to Islamic law, statutory lranian law, society and its evolution and the ne
cessities of a modern state were widely used.' :'

Iran is one of the few states in the world that has not yet ratified the CEDA W,
unlike the majority of Muslim states. Most Muslim states ratified the CEDAW with
reservations, often referring to Islam or religious law, sharia." The CEDAW was
accepted by the lranian Parliament, but rejected on 1/5/1382 /August i h 2003 by the
Council of Guardians, an organ which determines whether laws passed by the Par
liament are " Islamic"or not. The matter was then referred to the Expediency Coun
eil , where to date (July 20 14) it is still awaiting a final verdict. Acco rding to
Osanloo 15 there was a lively public debate on the CEDAW in 2003 prior to the dec i
sion by the Council of Guardians. At this time the sources of tension between Is
lamic principles, human rights, and specific discriminatory practices were subjects
of constant conversation among advocates." More often than not, pious Muslim
women's rights advocates spoke ofthe patriarchal "misapplications" ofIslam. These
tcnsions were not seen as inherent in Islam but in the discriminatory manner in
which these ideas had been mobilized. The public debate eventually died down and
in 2008 it was not considered constructive or politically acceptable to mention the
CEDAW or more generally international human rights in discussions about the
Family Draft Law. The CEDAW was dealt with at a scholarly level , but not in pub
lic discourse.'Aläsvand and Mawiäverdi are , on the other hand, representatives of a
broader discussion not on the CEDAW but more generally on related gender-con
cepts. An interesting development can be seen in the fact that both of them were
given high political positions in the Islamic Republic after the election of Hasan
Rohani as President in June 2013 .

12 Schneider 2010.
13 This is different in other Muslim states where international eovenants and espeeially the

CEDAWare often referred to not only by aetors of the eivil soeiety but also by the state itself,
e.g. the king of Moroeeo; see: for Moroeeo Buskens 2003, for Palestine see Welchman 2003.

14 For the text of the Convention, the state parties and the reservations see: http ://www.un.orgl
womenwateh/daw/eedaw/, accessed on February 4,2014.

15 Osanloo 2009.
16 Ibid.: 188-191.
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2. Aims , theories, method of research

The question that arises is how the regulations of interna tional law are exactly inte
grated into the national legislation or, with regard to Iran, how the discussion about
the CE DAWand the connected concepts and term inolog y of gender-equality con
tinued even after ratification was denied . My hypothesis is that human rights can
only be incorporated through actors with in local issues and realms of consciousness.
Given their political and scientific role , the two scholars I selected are representa
tives of publ ic discourse in the Islamic Republic .

The term "translation" is used when describing the discussion process of the
CEDA W with referenee to Doris Bachmann-Medick ' s recently -publi shed article
" Human Rights as a Problem of Translation" (Men schenrechte als Überse tzungs
problem). She speaks out for a "Translational Turn,,17, arguing that translation refers
both to a category of practice as weil as to an epistemological category of analysis.
In cultural studies, "translation" as a category of ana lysis is unde rstood to be the
relaying or negotiation of a concept; a semantic shift or tran sformation throu gh its
transfer into a new context." Human rights concepts and convention s ete. are "trans
lated" into the foreign eultural context " and it is this proeess of translation which
needs to be focused on. The question arises how certain terms and concepts are
expressed in anoth er language whereby the chosen terms or "translations" carry
perhaps a different cultural understanding and connotation. In such a discursive
process many different "translations" oceur in the sense of cultura l interpretat ions
and connections to diffe rent understandings. Translations are unde rstood to be com
plex cultural processes that underlie a method ic inter-culturalism. Thu s the harmo
nizing image of translation as bridge-building between cultures surely must be
abandoned; negotiating of differences is the main task in this context.i" Chakrabarty
sees tran slation as displacemen t." It is therefore nece ssary to concretely focus on the
actors and tangible realms oftranslation and on the used terminology.F

Th is is what will be done in this article: focusing on concrete speech, the termi
nology and concept of gender (in)equality or gender roles (3.2 ), the conc ept of femi
nism (3.3) , as weil as the role of religion (Islam) and, more exactly, of religious law
(3.4). Strategie arguments presented in favour of or against the ratification of the
CEDAWare analyzed as weil (3.5).

17 Surel y this "turn" is not completely "new" , For similar discussions see: Najm abadi 1998, 2006:
13; Merry 2006 : 102, 177; Abu -Lughod 2009 : 91-97. Ir! opt here fort he implementation ofthe
" trans lational turn" it is more for bringing into consc ious this important aspcct of conccntrat ion
on the language and terminolo gy as closel y connected to cultura l conccpts.

18 Bachmann-Medick 20 12: 33 1.
19 Ibid.: 336.
20 Ibid.: 332.
21 quote d in: Ibid.: 341
22 Ibid.: 334 .
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Bachmann-Medick compares the Univers al Declaration of Human Rights
(UDHR 1948) to the Islam ic Declaration of Human Rights of Cairo (IDHR 1990)
and asks what tran slation exactly mean s and where trans lation becomes a revision of
the letter and the spirit of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. The IDHR is,
according to her, arevision of the text and the spirit of the UDHR.2J Thus the rele
vant question is: When can we speak of a trans lation into a different cultural context
and when do we have to see this outcome ofthe discussion as arevision ofthe letter
and spirit of the original text?

The questions discussed so far refer to the "arrival" of human right s instrument s
in another cultural context and the question of how these "translations" take place.
The re is another powerful discourse criticizing the app lication from a mostly politi
cal point of view . This will become evident from 'Aläsvand' s arguments but it is
also a topic in the feministic research on the Middle East mainly centered in the USo
Regarding the Arab Human Development Report 2005, which has references to
international covenants, especially the CEDAW, Lila Abu -Lughod harshly crit icize s
the "pathologizing" of the Midd le East in painting a negative picture of women' s
rights and lives there.i" She fears that the report focusing on the Arab world could be
appropriated in negative ways , and that it attributes a significant role to the Arab ic
and Islamic culture in creating a dichotomy ofmodem - traditional and , with respect
to gender-roles, sees "the" Islarnic culture as a culture of gender-inequality.f The
transnationalisrn of international concepts expressed in language, a particular " inter
nationa l" or "transnational " dialect which frarnes the rights and transports certain
assurnptions and politics is also criticized by her.26 Abu -Lughod is aware that a
patriarchal famil y has "its problems" but does not discuss its role and the connected
gender-concepts in detail. Instead she concentrates more on political oppression than
on gender oppression." She blames the three keys to women's empowerment in the
report: education, employment, and individual rights as irnposed by a hegemonie
Western discourse, and would not see " individualization" as a way to ernpower
wornen to leave this patriarchal farnily structure behind. She give s no clue how these
hierarchical gender relations should be reduced or whether gender equality is a de
sirab le aim at al1.28 She is, as will becorne evident, quite in accordance with the very
conservative lranian scholar 'Aläsva nd who rejects the CEDA W equally because it
is in favor of individual rights for males and female s, seein g this as endangering the
family structure. Abu-Lughod somehow romanticizes Midd le Eastem grand-family
structures - wh ich, by the way , are on the retreat in the urban areas of the Middle
East much as anywhere else in globalized modemity. Accusing the report of pre
senting an ideo logical and unhistorical family assessment, she then herself con-

23 Bachmann-Mcdick 2012, 343.
24 Abu-Lughod 2009: 98.
25 Ibid.: 85.
26 Ibid.: 83.
27 Ibid.: 90.
28 Abu-Lughod 2009: 87,90.
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structs "the farnily" with whom she was acquainted during her research in rural
Egypt , thereby igno ring the plurality of family forms and structures in the Middle
East (as weil as in Europe). Instead she point s to the political oppress ion of women
in the Middl e East, which surely exists. Important within the context ofthis article is
her approach to the language, which she calls a "dialect of (neo)liberalism". She
argues that the particular hegemonie language used for the report has serious conse
quences not only for the ways in which it frames problems, but also in the ways in
which it proposes solunon»."

When the eonclusion of the report calls for empowe rment and overcoming
"the legacy of backwardness" by "el irninating all form s of discri minat ion
again st wom en in Arab society", it admits freely that the borrowing here of
exact language from CE DAW "is not acc idental" , It is meant as "a reminder
that this national objective is, at the same time, an internation al objective that
humanity as a whole seeks to aehieve. It is also an Arab commitment towards
the international cornmunity" ."

Her critique of this international language may be correct but Abu-Lughod over
looks that these terms and concepts are not so much imposed - not at all in Iran as
will beeome evident - but are integrated into the eultural context in a complex pro
cess of cultural "translations".

3. Discourse about the CEDAW

Article 2 in the CEDAW is the basis for the discussion about equality:

Article 2
States Parties condemn diserimination against women in all its form s, agree
to pursue by all appropriate means and without delay a poliey of eliminating
discrimination against women and, to this end , undert ake:
(a) To embody the principle of the equality of men and women in their na
tional constitutions or other appropriate legislation if not yet incorporated
therein and to ensure , through law and other appropriate means, the practical
realization of this principle;"

The "principle of the equality between men and women" reads in the Arabic transla
tion (there is no offieial Persian translation): mabda ' al-musäwät bayn al-rajul wa
al-mar 'a, musäw ät having the same Arabic root as tas ävi (s-w-y) which is, as will
be shown, used in the Pcrsian translation.Y

29 Ibid.: 91.
30 Ibid.: 94.
31 See: http://www.un.org/womcnwatch/daw/cedaw/textJeConvention.htm, accessed on July 12,

2014.
32 See the Arabic translation: http://www.un.org/womenwalch/daw/cedaw/textJ0360793A.pdf,
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The Couneil ofGuardians rejeeted the CEDAW, whieh had been aeeepted before
by the Parliament, pointing to Article 28, no 233 a general ineompatibility with the
aims (and?) intentions ofthe Convention. Iran would have to adhere to this Conven
tion whieh is against the neeessities of Islam, the indisputable eriteria tdawäbit) of
Islam and against several prineiples of the constitution, espeeially article 2 and 334

,

4, 10, 20, 2 I, 72, 115, 153. Espeeially the first articles of the Constitution foeus on
Islamie beliefand rules as the basis ofthe Islamie Republie of Iran."

Focusing, as said before, on the miero-Ievel of the terminology, I will seek to an
swer the following questions:

I. Which terrninology for gender-roles - gender-(in)equality is used ? What other
key eoneepts are discernable?

2. What do these terms and coneepts reveal about the basic gender eoneepts?
3. Can the diseussion of those eoneepts of gender-relations proposed by the

protagonists be judged as a "translation" of international law into loeal eontexts
or must it be seen as a "revision" of the letter and spirit of the Womeu's Con
vention?

In a first step I will take a look at two terms whieh are of pivotal importanee for the
gender-diseourse: tasiivi which means in Arabie and Persian aeeording to the die
tionaries36 "equality" and tashäboh, which, also frorn an Arab root, means if looked
up in the dietionary "similarity" ." In what follows it will beeome evident that the
translation as looked up in the dictionary is not in aecordance with the "cultural
translation" as e.g. by 'Aläsvand. The "transnational or international dialect" so
heavily eritieized by Abu-Lughod, is, as will beeome evident for the Iranian context,
not imposed with the aceompanying eoneepts but introdueed into the national and
eultural eontext ofthe Iranian legal discourse.

It is not possible to diseuss gen der roles and questions of gender equality in the
Islamie Republic without referenee to Äyatolläh Motahhäri (1920-1979) an influen
tial c1eric and ideologist ofthe Islamic Republie beeause he is often referred to in the
diseussions about gender. Also the two jurists whose diseussion I will analyze,
'Aläsvand (2004) and Mawläverdi (2003-2005), quote hirn . Further important terms
are "feminisrn" beeause here espeeially 'Aläsvand defines her position in rejeetion
of those "Western" eoneepts defended by "feminisrn", as she argues and to whieh
Mawlaverdi also refers, as weil as "Islam" or "Islarnic law" . Finally it is interesting

accessed on July 12, 2014 .
33 Sec: http://www.un.org/womenwatch/daw/cedaw/text/eConvention.htm. accessed on July 12,

2014: 2. A reservation incompatible with the object and purpose ofthe present Convention shall
not be permitted.

34 See: http ://www.iranonline.com/iran/iran-info/govemment/eonstitution-I.html. aecessed on
July 12,2014.

35 1have a copy ofthe Couneil's writing to the Parliament.
36 Emämi 138612008.
37 Ibid.
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to look on a forma l level at the arguments in favor or aga inst an implementation of
the CEDAW in Iran.

3.1 The protagonists

3.1.1 Mortazä Mo tahhari (1920-1979)
Äyatolläh Mortaz ä Mota hhari (1920-1979i8 was one of the main proponents of
Shii te mo dem thinking on fam ily issues. His major book The System 0/ Women 's
Rights in Islam (Pers. nez äm-e hoquq-e zan dar Esläm) was a po lemic against thc
defenders of male-female equality as refleeted in the UNDHR on two grounds. He
arg ued agai nst the Western tendeney to measure the status of women in different
soe ieties in terms of its observance. He saw thc Dcelaration as being based on the
philosophy of " individualism" whieh was in his view eontrary to Islam - an argu 
ment which was taken up, as we saw abo ve, by Abu-Lughod in her eritique of the
"dialect" of the AHDR. The Midd le Eastern - in Motahhari 's words: the Islamie 
world clearly gives priority to the rights of society over the rights of the individual
and that is why Muslims are ob ligcd to observe soc ial ru les as stated in the Quran.
He argues that the ca ll for "equality" of rights irrespeetive of sex is unacceptable in
Islam beeause it eonfuses "e quali ty" with "similarity" or sameness of rights." This
referenee to "equality" and "similarity" became a slogan in the gender-discourse of
the Islamic Republie and will be ana lyzed more detailed below.

3.1.2 Farlba 'Aläsvand
Fariba 'Aläsvand (1967-) is ealled a Shiite religious authority in Iran by the Wik 
ipedi a-art icle''" dedicated to her , she holds an PhD in wo men 's issues and is profes
sor at Zahra University (hawze) in Qom. She publ ished a book in 2004 entitled
" Critique of the CE DAW" (Pers. Naqd-e konvensyün-e raf'-e kolliyy eh-ye eshk äl-e
tab 'ize 'alayhe zanän) in wh ich she examines the CE DA W in detail, rejecting it as
"un-Islamic" , She arg ues from the view point of international law, national Iranian
law and Islam ic law. During my field research in Iran between Oetober and Deeem
ber 2008 I interv iewed her. In Jan uary 2014 she was appointed a member of the
High Co uneil of Cu ltural Revolution (Pers. Shiirä-y e 'ali-ye enqeiäbi-ye /arhangf) ,41
and there fore holds an important politieal position in the country.

3.1.3 Shahind okht Mawläverdi
Shahindokht Mawläverdi is a j urist and for a long time was head of International
Affa irs at the Ce nter for Women's Part ieipation . In 2003 as head of th is center she

38 See also: htlp ://en.wik ipedia .org/wiki /Morteza_Motahhari o access ed on February 5020 14
39 Paidar 1997: 175.
40 See: http ://en .wikipedia.org/w iki/Fariba_Alasvand o accessed on February 5,20 14.
41 hup ://feydus.i r/ShowNews-218293.aspxo accessed on February 50 2014 ; sec also:

htlp://radio.irib.ir/persian/modul espage.aspx?modul ename=rad iomaaref:....AExpert& id= 180&Por
ta1ID=12 aeeessed on Februa ry 502014.
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was active and pushed for the ratification of the CEDAW albeit with reservations.Y
In 2008 she criticized many points ofthe draft law on Personal Status then proposed
by the government.F She has written much and about the CEDAW in particular
"Equality between women and men: complete similarity or difference with equality"
(Persian title : Baräbari-yc zan 0 mard: tashäboh-e rnotlaq yä mutafävet amma
musävi, without date)" ; "Islam and Equality of woman and man - according to
which reading?" (Persian title : Eslärn va-baräbari-ye zan va-rnard, bä kodäm
qirä 'at" , March 2002); Discourse of welfare and CEDW (Pcrsian title: Goftornän-e
maslahatgerä va-konvensiyün-e raf -e kolliyyat-e eshkäl-e tab 'T9 ' alayhe zanän, 6.
1383/August 2004). She was recently appointed as Rouhani 's vice president and
head ofthe Center ofWomen and Family Affairs. As will become evident this could
mean a serious change in thc gender policy ofthe Islamic Republic of Iran - but it is
still too early to be sure about this."

Both jurists refer in their arguments to the same key terms and concepts.

3.2 Tasävf and tashäboh: the terminoIogy on gender equality

What termino logy is used to negotiate gender (in)equality and to which concept of
gender relation is it connected? How is the reference to the CEDAW established?
The translation given by the dictionary for tasavi = equality and tashäboh = similar
ity is also the translation Motahhari uses in the English abridged version of his book
"T he Qur'änic view of human position of women", but as will be shown his under
standing and definition of equality is quitc different from the definition given in the
international Conventions. Mortazä Motahharf advocates "equality" (Arab.lPers.
tasävl) while explicitly speaking out against "similarity", or "resemblance"
(Arab.lPers. tashäboh).

Saying that: tasävi/barabari are the equal legal rights of men and women
(hoqiiqi-ye mos ävi-e yekdigar) and that no legal privileges are given'", it is self
evident that "equality" (tasävl) is part of human nature (hayth iyyat-e ins änh and that
equality is to be counted a human right (hoqiiq-e ensänit.

He states that Islam "is not opposed to the equality of the rights of men and
women; it is opposed to the similarity oftheir rights,,47. He views tashdboh to mean
that the rights of men and women are "motash äbih" and "monotone" (yeknaväkhtf" ,
writing

42 Osanloo 2009.
43 Schneider 2010 .
44 Publications without date are quoted with the short title . I use this and the following article

because in it she elaborates on the terminology of this discussion especially with reference to
equality, wh ich is, as we will see, a sensitive issue .

45 For further information see: http ://fa.wikipedia.orglwiki/%D8 %B4 %D9 %8 7%DB %8C %D9%
86%D8 %AF %D8 %AE%D8%AA % D9% 85%D9%88% D9% 84% D8%A7%D9 %88%D8%8 I
% D8%AF%DB%8C accessed on February 5, 2014 .

46 Motahharl 1978: 111ff.
47 Motahhari: Quranic View: 6.
48 Motahhari 1978: 111.
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Ifwe decide not to blindly imitate Western philosophies, i.e. giving oursclves
the right to ponder on philosophical thoughts and opinions which are im
parted to us, we should first see whether the equalit y of the right demands the
similarity of them or not. Equality is not similarity - equality is the state of
being equal; that is the same in numbcr, size, merit , etc. , whilc similarity is
merely likeness or resemblance.49

For him the term "tashäboh" is obviously negative , fasävl/equality is positive:

.. . It is possible, therefore, that a father distributes his wealth among his chil
dren equally (be-tour-e motasäviy but not with similarity. For instance , sup
pose that his wealth consists of such items as commereial firms, arable lands,
rental estates and so forth , and that he has previously measured his children ' s
talents and facultie s, discovering one 's taste in trade , other's interest in agri
culture and the other's ski11 imagining the affairs concerning the real estates.
He would , therefore, allocate to each of his children an equi- value portion ,
regardless of any priv ilege or preference, whieh is simultaneously in harmony
with their talents and interests; in other words , an equa l but dissimilar share ."

Seen before the backdrop of Islamie inheritanc e law this example is strange because
aeeording to Islamie law there are elear portions for every person aceording to
his/her status in the family which include a gender difference in what males and
females are ent itled to; a fema le at the same relationship level - here in this case
daughters - gets half of the male 's share, the son. In Persian the word "farzand" ean
be equally applied to a son or a daughter as is the ease with the English word
"child"; so the example does not give any elue about his understanding of gender
"equality".

He eontin ues that Islam does not estab lish similar or identical rights for both men
and women but also says that Islam never favors men with any legal privilege and
preference which it withholds from women. Islam strietly observes the prineiple of
the equality of human beings." Why has Islam established dissimilar rights for men
and women in a number of instanees? In what follows he deals (I) with the Islamie
view of the human position of women in creation and the aims of the differences in
ereation between men and women . 00 these differences cause a dissimilar situation
for men and women so far as their natural rights are concerned?"

The matter on Islam's account is that man and woman , due to the very reason
that one is a man (male) and the other a woman (female), are not unanimous
in many respects. The world is not the same to both ofthem. They have been
destined by nature and creation not to receive absolute sameness. These de-

49 Motahhari: Quranic View: 4-5.
50 Ibid.: 5; Motahhari 1978: 112.
5\ Motahhari: Quranc View: 5-6.
52 Ibid.: 9-10.
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mand a dissimilar situation for them in a great range of'rights, obligations and
pcnaltics.r'

Nowadays, he argues, efforts are bein g made in the West to bring about a unanimous
state in laws and regulations fo r men and women regardless of the natural and in
stinetive differenees by whieh they are distinguished. This draws the line of differ
enee between Islam's view ofwomen and that ofWestern systems ofthought. In his
eountry it is the problem of similarity, not the equality of rights whieh ereates the
eontroversy between partisans of Western laws and advoeates of Islamie laws .

However, imitators ofthe West have labeled "the similarity of rights" (whieh
is the real point of argument) with the eounterfeit mark of "the equality of
rights" (on whieh Islam has no argumentj ."

And " Islam does not maintain the same type of rights, duties and penalties for men
and women in all eireumstanees. Rather, it eonsiders eertain rights, obligations and
punishments more suitable for men than for women and viee versa"S5. In the end it
beeomes evident that beeause of this "natural" differenee polyandry is against hu
man nature whereas polygyny is aeeepted by Islam."

'Aläsvand

Aeeording to ' Aläsvand the keyword of the Convention is "abso lute equality be
tween woman and man" (tas ävi- va-bar äbari-ye motlaq- e zan va-mard]. Referring
to Mortazä Motahhäri and the writings in "our country" this kind of equality must be
seen as "tash äboh" and therefore rejeeted:

The result is, that the Con vention is in eontradietion not only from the reli 
giou s standpoint in the area off eqh and obligation, but also from our beliefs
and our theoretieal basies; to say it with other words: the Convention in all
and prineipally and fundamentally is in eontradietion with our religious point
of view and does not fit in the frame of sharia. 57

Being a "keyword" one would expeet 'Aläsvand to extensivel y explain why "simi
larit y" is the eontent of the Convention but she does not elaborate on this. In foot
note I on page 36, she only give s some elues, when for example saying that an ex
amination of the Convention shows that the Convention negates sex (jensiyyal). 58

53 Motahhari, Quranic Vicw: 19.
54 Ibid: 20 .
55 Ibid .: I.
56 Motahharf 1978: 336-33 7.
57 'Aläsvand 2004: 35.
58 For the English version 01' the CE DAW see: http: //www.un.org/womenwatch/daw /

cedaw/tex tleconvention.htm accessed on July 12 2014 ; therc is only an Arabic offici al
translation on the UN-Website , but ' Aläsvand has given a Pers ian translat ion in the annex 01'
her book, see 149--66.
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She refers to the Introduction and the Arti cles 10 and I 159 wh ich run in English as
folIows :

Introduction
[ ]
[ ] all human bc ings are bom free and equal (Italics mine, IS) in dign ity and
rights and that everyone is entitled to all the rights and free doms set fort h
therein, without distinction of any kind, including distinction based on sex ,
(Italies mine, IS) .
[... ]
Article 10
States Parti es shall take all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination
against women in order to ensure to them equa l right s wit h men in the field
of education and in particular to ensure, on a basis of equality of men ami
women (Italics mine , IS) :
[ .. .]
(a) Thc same conditions for career and vocational guidance, for acces s to
studies and for the achieve ment of diplomas in educational establishments of
all categories in rural as weil as in urban areas; th is equ ality shall be ens ured
in pre-school, general , techn ical , pro fessional and higher technical educa tion,
as well as in all types of vocational tra ining;
(b) Acc ess to the same curricula, the same examinations, tea chin g staff with
qua lifications ofthe same standard and school premises and equ ipment ofthe
same qua lity ;
Art icle 11
States Parties shall take all appropriate mcasures to eliminate discrimina tion
against women in the fjeld of employment in order to ensure, on a basis of
equality ofmen and women ( ltalics mine, IS), the same rights, in particul ar :
[ ...]

Thc phrase "including dist inction based on sex" is for her tashäboh. 60 Quot ing the
articles regulating the gender relations in the Convention she merely summarizes
them without commenting them or corroborating her claims." She states that
according to Article I , the spe cial position of wo men in the family may not be the
basis for these differentiations.f

59 'Aläsvand' s quotations abridge the text and do not correspo nd accuratcly with her translation
given in the annex of her book.

60 But in the translation of the Convention's text which she gives in thc annex (' Aläsvand 2004,
149-166) the English "equality" is given eithcr as the Persian boriibari or the Persian-Arabic
tas ävi. The Arabic version of the CEDAW uses in these placcs the Arab ic musiiwät
(Introduction, Art. 10) and tasäll'l (A rt. 11), alt derived from the samc Arabic root (s-w-y).

6 1 ' Aläsvand 2004: 27-32, dealing with art iclc 1- 16.
62 ' Aläsvand 2004: 28.
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For the purposes of the present Convention, the term "discrirn ination against
wornen" shall mean any distinction, exc1usion or restriction made on the basis of sex
which has the effect or purpose of impairing or nullifying the recognition, enjoyment
or exercise by women, irrespective of their mari tal status, on a basis of equality of
men and women, of human rights and fundamental freedoms in the political ,
economic, social, cultural, civil or any other field.

She does not cornment upon Article 4, in which the adoption of special measures
aimed at protecting maternity shall not be considered discriminatory, which shows
that the Conventions does differentiate between males and females and gives special
prerogatives to women as mothers. For her it is completely obvious timt absolute
equality'" is not compatible with lslamic religion, so that "we" have to choose either
the Convention or the religion. The Convention will abolish the ditferences between
the sexes, in the name of the struggle against discrimination. Even if there would be
only Article I in the Convention, the discrepancy with Islam would be enough. Is
lam clearly distinguishes between the sexes with regard to rules and ethics." These
very general arguments do not give any clue which phrases would give exact refer
ence to "absolute" equality. There is no explicit argument so that one cannot help
but has to state that she reads the term tashiiboh - as she call s it "absolute equality"
- into the text.

Dealing with gender concepts on the basis of religious and legal arguments she
states that soul (riibänT) is not gendered in Islam (fiiregh as j ensiyyat) and there are
common propositions between men and women in ethics (akhläq) and jurisprudence
(feqh), but there are physical and some psychological differences between the sexes
(tafävothä-ye jasmiini va-barkhi mokhtassät-e raväni) which lead to differences in
the gender morality (akhläq) and rights. I" She deals extensively with the differences
of gender from the biological and psychological point of view, quoting "scientific"
confirrnation, referring to 'Allämeh Tab ätab ä 'I (1892- 1981t 6 according to whom
differences in jurisprudence between men and wornen rest on two factors. The first
is that women "being the field" or "being the place of cultivation"(Pers. herth
büdam according to a Qur'änic verse (2:223):

Your wives are a place of sowing of seed for you , so come to your place of
cultivation (barth) however you wish and put forth [righteousness] for your
selves. And fear Allah and know that you will meet Him. And give good tid
ings to the believers.67

And second is again a biological-psychological argument, an alleged "softness ofthe
physical constitution" iletafat-e honye) and a "thinness of perception" (reqqat-e

63 Ibid.: 53.
64 Ibid.: 54.
65 'Aläsvand 2008: 38.
66 hup ://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Allamch_Tabatabai, accessed on July 12,2014.
67 hup ://quran.com/2, accessed on July 12, 2004.
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edräk).68 The first, the "being the field" she explains, anyhow, be ing based on
Quran, points according to her also to woman's role in reproduction. This, as she
explains, brings women in the special position of "being desired" (matliibiyyati .
With regard to gender relation they are effected and sometimes vulnerable because
of their very close relation with life , in birthing and raising their offspring they have
a qualitatively and quantitatively different relation to men (mardän) . The "softness
of the physical constitution and thinness of perception" also point to the delicacy
(+eräfat) of the thoughts of women. Because of their volatilc sentiments tehs äsiü-e
jiishän) women are more attracted to beauty-seeking elements ( 'III1$lIr-e
zibii 'lkhähl), creativity (honar-iiferini and everything which stems from scnti
ments.69

The "softness of the physical constitution" is the reason why women are seen as
fragile and therefore exempted from certain obligations; they are not suited to deal
with some social hardships. Not because they are denied rights, she says, but there
are special obligations which are only taken from their shoulders as e.g . judgment,
jlhiid and testimony/martyrdom (shahädat) . As these are mere obligations and no
rights religion does not deny women any rights".

She substantiates her claim that physical differences, e.g . rootcd in the female
and male hormones, create psychological differences. Hormones and especially
estrogen influence the feeling and behavior of women. The male hormone testos
terone makes men able für heavier work, at the sarne time more aggressive and quar
relsome ." As there are physical as weil as psychological differences between men
and women which even (some ofthe) feminists do not deny wc do have to take them
into consideration in different dimensions ofthe live ofthe individual and the family
and society. From the position of religion these diffcrences cannot be regarded as
defects (naqs) . She regrets that the international Conventions do not pay attention to
this and quotes Quran 30:30:

[... ] No change should there be in the creation of Allah. That is the correct
religion [. .. ]

To summarize: whereas Islam accepts equality (tasävl), but what is in the Conven
tion is not (Islamic) equality, she concludes that the concept of gen der relation in the
Convention is to be identified with the term tashäboh/similarity. She explains this
by arguing that the Convention does not take into consideration the differences be
tween the sexes. However, she presents no evidence for this claim. Even the Persian
translation in the annex of her book uses the terms baräbari/tasdvi. Just like
Motahhäri she twists the terminology. What is in normal use of a) dictionaries b) the
language in the Convention and c) even the Persian translation ofthe Convention in

68 'Aläsvand 2004, 38.
69 Ibid.
70 fbid.
71 Ibid.: 40.
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her own book translated with tas ävi becornes tashdboh, The second "twist" is the
one between "r ights" and "obligations" . Defining j udgment, i.e. the office of a
judge, as weil as others as "obligations" and obligations being too hard for women,
so that they have to be taken " from their shoulders" she twists rights to obligations
and thereby denies tho se rights to women.

Mawl äverdi
Mawläverdi is weil aware that the concept of "equality" (Pers. baräbarii is one of
the main points of critique of the opponents of the rat ificat ion of the Con vention 72

and begins her article by summarizing the arguments of the CEDA W's opponents:
They see the "s pirit" ofthe Convention in absolute "sirnilarity" (tash äboh-e mutlaqs
of woman and man and against the pattern of proportion/suitability (tanäsob ) of
wo man and man . God gave man and woman different talents, so they should have
different rights and duties. r' On the other hand , this form of equality (baräbarii has
many disadvantages for society, is contrary to the welfare (ma~'äleb) of women,
neglects woman's role as mother and wife , the cohesion of the family, etc. Conse
quences include the increased marriage age , etc. which are incompatible with Is
larn." Mawläverdi quotes 'Aläsvand" in her prai se of the Islamic system and
woman's role within it. Islam gives answers in a reasonable way (tarz-e ma 'qüli) to
natural requirements and desires; the husband who has to pay maintenance to his
wife is obliged to act as the head of the family (qiy äm) whereas the preferred space
of female acti vity is the private sphere and the home . i" Against this it has been ar
gued - and in what follows becomes evident that this is her own position, too - that
the construction of the family is contingent on history. She criticizes Motahharf for
adopting the position oftraditional scholars who , based on the family structure at the
beginning 01' Islam considered the laws regarding the family as eternal and un
changeable, whereas the development of Muslim society in recent times must be
taken into consideration. Historical inequality of women should be ended and
women should be given equal rights without endangering the family structure. "

The aim ofthe Con vention, she now points out , is not to bring about indisputable
equality (baräbari) or absolute and mathematical equality ttasävi-ye motlaq va
riyäti) , but - as seen in Article 1 - to aboli sh discrimination. She refers to line one
of Article I, the definition of "discrimination" (tab 'i(1) against women as "any dis
tinction, exclusion, restrietion on the basis of sex (jensiyyat) which has the effect or
purpose of impairing or nullifying the recognition, enjoyment or exercise of human
rights and fundamental freedom in certain areas", With this quotation of Article 1 of

72 Mawläverdi 1381/2002 : 133.
73 Ibid.
74 Ibid.: 134.
75 However, not her book whieh I used here, because her article was published before 'Aläsvand

wroteher book.
76 Ibid.
77 Ibid.: 134-135.
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the Con vention Mawlaverdi points to the main areas of discrimination: the rights
and freedoms in the poli tical , economic, socia l, cultural , civil or any other field .78

•
79

She also points to other articles: Article 6, 10 and 1280 which take gender differences
into account. Whereas in Article 6 the states dec lare to take all measures to suppress
prostitution and traffic in women, in Article 10 they promise to create equal opp or
tunities in education. Mawläverdi does not make suffici cn tly clear what the poin t of
her quotation is with regard to this articl e, but Article 12 rcfers to hea lth-care and
special options for wornen during pregnancy, confinement and the post-natal per iod
as weil as adequate nutrition during pregnan cy and lactat ion; it surel y corroborates
her argument that the Con vention here differentiates between the sexes and gives
special rights to women."

Equality of sexes ibariibari-ye jensiyyatii means for her : equal chances, equal
standing, just conditions; physical, mental and intellectual abili ties have not to be
taken into account, as weil as economic or social position. Non-equality has its roots
in history, and, caused by patriarchal structures, ex ists even in developcd societies."
As she po ints out, this Convention was written under the influence of the post -mod
ern feminism of the 1970s, the slogan of which was equal ity (tasäv/) of wornen and
men despite biologica l differences.83 Thc aim was to get equal basic rights for men
and women know ing that biological di fference exists. The question is, how equality
in the area of civil , political cultural, social, and economic rights can be imple
mented in spite of these natural and biolo gical differences. Or, she asks rhetorically:
should this di fferenc e between man and woman result in the superiority of one over
the other? To this 'Aläsvand would have of course answered in the affirma tive.
According to Mawläverdi, however, it is a fact that discriminat ion against wom en
does not result from natural or biological conditions but from discriminating social
orders as weil as social injustice which has to be stopped. It becomes evident that it
does not contradict the Convention to give women in some fields specia l conces
sions (emtiyäz) . She repeats over and over that women cannot be den ied equal rights
to men because they are women. Both are human beings with honor and dignity
(hauhiyyat va-karämat) and their human rights." The "spirit" (nil; ) ofthis and other
conventions is to give ind ividuals their natural rights (hoqiiq-e tabi 'Iy . As the spirit
of the Con vention is to guarantee hum an rights for all this is in accordance with
many Islamic rules and regulations . Some try to place Islam in opposition to the
justice-seeking spirit of the Convention, but Islam is a proponent of justice and
equality.

7R Maw läverdi, Baräbcrl: 3.
79 http://www.un.org/womenwatch/daw/cedaw/text/cConvcntion.htm acce ssed July 12, 2014 .
80 Mawl ävcrdl 138 1/2002 : 136.
81 Ibid .: 136.
82 Mawläverdi 1383/2004: 2 13.
83 Mawläverdl speaks nowhe re 01' "psychol ogical" difference s, she only refe rs to biological

diffcrcnccs between men and women.
84 Mäwläverdl 138 1/2002 : 135.
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To summarize, it becomes evident that both scholars see "equality" as an im
portant concept of the Convention and the discourse in Iran . Neither of them denies
differences between the sexes in biology but they differ in its definition and conse
quences:

Mawläverdi and 'Aläsvand focus on different positions on the Convention,
summarizing the opponent's and the supporter's arguments and then explaining
their own point of view. ' Aläsvand, however, speaks of "we", with reference to
Iran, thus " nationalizing" her argument and "othering" every other possible
voice.

- The principal difference between Mawläverdi and 'Aläsvand with regard to
content can be seen in the fact that Mawläverdi sees human rights as compatible
with Islam and cites a "spirit" of the Convention which is in accordance with Is
lam whereas 'Aläsvand sees a principal incompatibility.
'Aläsvand argues that what is meant in the Convention is not equalityltasävl but
similarityltashäboh which is - with Motahhäri - negative and seen as absolutely
incompatible with Islam. It means "absolute" equality and does not take note of
the obvious biological and psychological differences between men and women.
She thus twists the terminology and what is used normally as "equality" in the
Convention's translation becomes "similarity", tashäboh, because she argues
(but does not convincingly prove) that "sirnilarity" is the concept enshrined in
the Convention. Obviously she takes Motahhäri's argument timt "Islam is for
equality and against similarity" as starting point. As she cannot accept the con
cept of gender equality in the framewerk of the Convention she has to rename it
"similarity".
Mawläverdi on the other hand sticks to the "usual" translation of "equality" in
the Convention and criticizes Motahhari, albeit not explicitly his concept of
tashiiboh but more generally his unhistorical and static use of a concept of family
and gender roles. Whereas Mawläverdi's concept of "equality"(tasävi) inc1udes
differences between the sexes though only with regard to biology, 'Aläsvand
also deals extensively and with much reference to research in the area ofbiologi
cal differences in emotions and characters resulting from physical differences,
and mentions differences in the area ofpsychology.
Mawläverdi argues that "equality" (or "sirnilarity") is not the most important
topic of the Convention, but the prohibition of discrimination on the basis of sex
dealt with in Article I. Important in the Convention is not so much the question
what exactly equality is and whether or not there are (biological) differences
between the sexes (wh ich are biologically seen in pregnancy and lactation, emo
tional differences are not mentioned, and are alluded to e.g. in the articles 6, 10,
12) but that it is not allowed to discriminate against women on the basis of their
sex because men and women are equally bearers of human rights.
She thus argues for inherent equal rights of men and women, whereas ' Alasvand
spends much time in explaining and justifying the biological and psychological
differences between men and women - to conclude that these differences of the
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sexes have to have the consequence of different rights of women and men. Fur
therrnore, she differentiates between "rights" and "obligations", arguing that be
cause of their physical constitution women are not able to take over certain "ob
ligations" - asjihäd and jurisdiction. With this clever distinction she now can go
on to "take" certain "obligations" "frorn women 's shoulde rs" to make life easi er.
As these obligations are no rights, women are not denied rights. With this eu
phemistic wording she conceals effectively the denial of rights to wom en, which
she renames as "responsibility" (Pers . mas 'üliyyan and/or "obligation" (Pers.
laklif), a religious term normally connected to religious duties.

Biological arguments taken as a basis for denying women rights and positions in
society are age-old and gained special " sc ientific" importance in 19lh-century Eu
rope . As Schwarz has shown, the discourse in late Victorian and Edwardian England
biology laid down that women were ruled by their unruly emotions, were less likel y
to listen to the voice of reason and therefore a potential danger which had to be
contained. She quotes Henry Maudsley:

They cannot choose but to be women; cannot rebel successfully against the
tyranny of their organization: this is ( . .. ) the plain statement of a physiologi
cal fact. 85

Darwin assumed the male brain to be more highly evolved than the female brain and
described woman's constitution including emotional characteristics such as intui 
tion , imitation and irritability as similar to that of the "lower race". The age-old
notion of women being more easily dominated by extreme emotions - based on an
gendered dichotomy of male/rational and female/emotional - was incorporated in
19th century England into the new scientific discourse, in this way acquiring the
appearance of scientific authority in an age that contemporaries celebrated as seien
tiftC.86 It is exactly this discourse which is taken up by ' Aläsvand with the intention
to prove on the basis of "clear" "scientific" results - sided with arguments of Quran
- woman's inferiority,

3.3 Feminism

A second important concept which is used as an argument is " fe minism", which is
not translated into Persian - in Arabic there exists e.g. nisä 'iyya as a neologism for
this concept.

'Aläsvand
'Aläsvand deals with the history of the word "ferninism" as a new creation in the
19th century in French, stating that fighting for women's education for example has a
long history. She repeats very roughly and not always accurately the common classi-

85 Schwarz 1997: 147.
86 Ihid.: 145.
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fieation of ferninisrn into three waves and what is meant by this .87
•
88 Starting from

the beginning of the 19th eentury and lasting until the end of the First World War,
she deseribes the first wave as a phase of development of liberal, Marxist and so
eialist feminism. She names Mary Wollstoneeraft (1759-1797) as the representative
of liberal feminism, whom she deseribes as areformer and not a revolutionary. Ae
eording to 'Aläsvand Wollstoneeraft believed in differenees of the sexes but was
opposed to inequality in family and soeiety. She also deals with the first feminist
movements in thc beginning 01' the zo" eentury. Women used the situation eaused
by the first and seeond world wars and the absence of mcn to take men's plaee as
workcrs e.g. in industry and the "gender difference between women and men was
forgotten' f ", In the seeond wave of feminism beginning in the 1960s two important
lines of feminist thought eame into being: radieal and liberal feminism." She de
seribes radieal feminists as fighting against the patriarehal strueture of soeiety to
overeome the traditional idea of monogamie (tak hamsary) marriage and thereby
rejeeting the eoncept of motherhood. The representatives of this group authorized
abortion, all kinds 01' sexual satisfaction including homosexuality (ham-jens-gerä 'I) .
She presents Simone de Beauvoir (1908-1986) as a representative ofthis view.

She describes two other trends, one of which is the "revival of motherhood,
whose representatives saw feminist ideas as compatible with the family and mother
hood. She mentions Germaine Greer (1939-) cspecially her book "Sex and Destiny"
in which she revised some of her main former thoughts and radical ideas .9 1

· The
second group fought for female superiority above males and was also in opposition
to liberal feminism whieh stood for equal rights between men and women.

Feminism in post-rnodernity believes that all schools 01' thought - liberalism,
Marxism, fcminism - which claim to know reality are faulty. Feminism can thus be
critieized because there can be no single definition of female identity; race, c1ass,
gender and culture, etc. are components ofidentity as weil.

Feminism - and here 'Aläsvand secms to include all kinds of feminism - tries to
give the answer to three questions: (I) How do we define women? (2) What are the
reasons for this position? (3) Which solution for the change of this position do we
suggest? All feminists are against oppression (forüdastii. Shc explains that all femi
nist schools stick to the individualism of women. She harshly criticizes the fact that
all forms of feminism give priority to women 's freedom and honor iezzat va
sharaf) as individuals rather than to their social duties, obligations to the family and
their country. Some radical feminists even vote for the right of self-determination

87 'Aläsvand 2004 : 9-18.
88 See Wikipedia hup:llen.wikipedia.orglwiki/Feminism aeeessed July 12,2014: normally CharIes

Fourier (d. 1837) is mentioned as the first person to haveeoined the word"feminism". Shedoes
not give the most important names and definitions and is not very accurate especially when
dealing withthe newestdevelopments of gender theory.

89 'Aläsvand 2004 : 10.
90 Ibid.: 11.
91 Ibid.: 11-12.
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(tasalloi- e zan än bar khwishtan) . Especially radical feminists and even liberal ferni
nists think that women as independent human beings have the right to live according
to their instincts. The y even claim the right to abortion." .Aläsvand complains that
the question of self-determination has lead Western women so far that they consider
the birth control pill to be progress whereas it would be more important to get the
right to vote." It therefore becomes evident that the feminist movement's most im
portant principle is independence of the individual (esteqläl-e fardiy . Even those
feminists who believe in the family and a woman's role as a mother see women as
independent in the family and recognize or accept a certain competition between her
rights and those of the family. 'Aläsvand sees this as a contradiction to the Islam ic
view in which women and men equally have a soul (rüb) in which women are con
sidered at the same time individuals and members of a family and society and
women 's independence is firrnly rooted in family and society." This position pre
vents selfishness. Furthermore, in religion the relationship of the individual to God
has to be taken into considcration and the religious concept of the soul is not gen
dered ."

'Aläsvand scems 10 be weil aware of the concept of gender as a social construct
and explains the difference between biological sex (Pers. j ens) and gender as a social
construct (pers. jensiyyat). Feminists argue , she explains, that that these differences
should not influence the order ofthe family or society." Some feminists, she contin
ues, deny even these biological diffcrenccs, a position wh ich she cannot accept be
cause of opposing "scientific findings 'v". As mentioned above she gives a whol e list
of physical and psychological differences between men and women relying on what
she calls the "achievernent" (dastäward) ofthe science ofbiology."

Her main point of criticism therefore can be seen in the concept of individualism,
individual independence und independent personality, and the individuality of
women which have priority over all other social and legal aspects." This brings
feminism into open opposition with the institution of the family and other social
institutions. She also criticizes the "secularism" and "liberalism" forced on the world
from Western culture, not with particular regard to feminism but in general. 100

In these two points, as already mentioned, 'Aläsvand comes very close to the ar
guments of Abu-Lughod: the family which is in a normative way is seen as ofhigher
value than individual rights and freedom and the "West's" dominance with regard to
these concepts.

92 'Aläsvand 2004: 15.
93 Ibid.: 15.
94 Ibid.: 17-18.
95 Ibid.: 18.
96 Ibid.: 36.
97 Ibid.: 38-39.
98 Ibid.: 39-40.

99 ' Aläsvand 2004: 15-16.
100 Ibid.: 39.
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With regard to the Convention she sees a femini st influence in Article 5 (2), cit
ing here the Convention' s wording "maternity as a social function" . She explains
that this is influenced by feminists . Whereas motherhood was usually seen as an
important task , as a domain of great responsibility which women werc expected to
bear alone, femini sts belie ve, according to 'Aläsvand, that it was wrongfully de
scribed as delightful and joyful. She calls this talk "null/void" (bälef) and in opposi
tion to all scienti fic research. For her it is evident that the fact of being a woman is
of course connccted to motherhood.'?' She ovcrlooks that the Convention 's text 
which of course does not refer to tho se " feminist talk s" - here explicitly refers to
mothcrhood and makes it a physical marker between men and women connected to
special rights for women in this situation. This is actually in accordance with her
arguments. Also she cannot and doe s not want to accept obligations towards children
as the "cornmon responsibility of men and women" as stated in the Convention as
she would see thcm as "normally"connected to motherhood. Y'

Mawläverdi
Mawl äverdi, unlike 'Aläsvand, does not deal with feminism explicitly but refers to it
only implicitly, and her definition of the feminist groups is even more blurred than
'Aläsvand ' s. She argues that the Convention has been written under the influence of
post-modern ferninism without defining what this had been in the beginning of the
1970s. As stated abovc, it contains equal rights for men and women despite physical
differences. I03 Nowhere are differences between the sexes denied, even by the
"modernist" fcminists !" or the "authoritarian" (eqtedärgerä) feminists who do not
defend complete similarity of men and women. It is principally not possible to ig
nore freedom and human rights under the pretext of race , age, religion, sex .lOS She
poses the question that today, where we watch the three waves of feminism in Iran
(the "proof-seeking", "seeking equality" and "authoritarian") and are aware of the
non-transparency of the feminist sphere, should not the supporters of Islamic
womeri 's rights find the appropriate answers to the questions women face today? I06
The answers to this question will correspond to the position ofthe first-wave-ferni
nism. And: Should the danger of the third-wave-ferninists bring us in to oppose all
ofit?

Both 'Aläsvand and Mawl äverdi would accept the arguments of the first and second
wave of feminism but do not agree with the positions of the third wave, that of post
modern femi nism . The adjectives modem, post-modern, radical and liberal are not

101 Jbid.: 29-30.
102 Jbid.: 30.
103 Mawläverdl, Baräbari: 3.
104 Mawläverdi 138112002: 138. Mawläverdi only implicitly refers to the constructional

character 01' gender and does not take modem trends of gender studies into account.
105 Mawläverdl, Baräbe rl: 4.
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deliberately used. It is obvious that bot h con sider feminism as som ething strange
and new to Iran , as stemming from a Western context, and that post-modern femi
nism in particular is in contradiction to Islamic values . T his points to a powerfu l
discourse tha t discredits "ferninism" as something strange, something that does not
belonging to Islamic history.

Margot Badran approaches the of problem of what feminism is with a broader
definition. She writes:

. .. femini sm is broadly construed to include an underst anding that women
have suffered forms of subordination or oppression because of the ir sex , and
an advocacy of ways to overcome them to achi eve better lives fo r wom en,
and for men, within the fami ly and society.l '"

She uses this broad definition to be all-inclusive without the intention of suggest ing
a monolithic femi nism. She argues that Muslim women have generated two major
feminist paradigms , wh ich they have referred to as "se cular feminism" and " Islamic
feminism". But these have never been herm etic entities. Nor, concomitantl y, have
those known as "secular feminists" and "lslamic fem inists" operated strictly within
the separate frameworks that the ir designations might suggest.!"

In her book "Women, Islamism and the State" in Egypt, Azza Karam refers to an
equally broad definition but constructs three ideal-types of feminists: secular, Mus
lim and Islam ist fem inists. Without go ing into detail here , it can be said that secu lar
feminism in the sense of focus ing on the individual human rights of men and wom en
without any relation to religious concepts is not very cornmon in the Muslim world.
In Iran, as statcd above, therc is no discourse on a secular interpretation of hum an
rights, the discourse on human rights is always based on Islamic arguments .
Whereas roughly speaking Muslim fem inists support the idea of gender equ ality as
roo ted in Islamic sources, Islamist feminists (who by the way would never call
themselves ferninists) argue that differences in biology and psy che result in different
rights and duties within society .l'" According to this concept , Mawläverdi would be
counted as a Muslim fernin ist but it is doubtful that she would ever call hersel f such.
'Aläsvand would be an Islamist thinker, but as she does not even try to opt for more
female rights or agency she could never be called a feminist. Anyway, the ideas
'Aläsvand proposes - non -equality because of biological and psychological differ
ences between the sexes etc . - are neither new nor special to Iran.

In her art ic1e "Feminism in an Islamic Republic" , Najmabadi analyz es the dis 
courses on "feminism" and, of the 1990s, states that feminism was seen in connec
tion with "individualism" and rejected as "un-Islamic".'! " However, she also high 
lights the important ro le played by the journal Zan än 111, which first appeared in

107 Badran 20 11: 18.
108 Ibid.: 2-3.
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1992 and was closed down in 2008. At least in this journal the accepted connections
between differences-in-creat ion and women 's rights and social responsibility as
developed by 'Aläsvand were overturned.I' ? Najmabadi goes so far to state that
Zanän broke down the dichotomy between secular and Islamic women in Iran.
However , ifthis is true for the widely-read and acclaimed journal Zanän it is not true
for the legal discourse in the Islamic Republic as a whole, as is clear in the argu
ments of ' Aläsvand, Furthermore, the que stion of how women could argue on thc
basis of "secularism" is not easil y an swered. At least at the end ofthe first dccade of
the 21 st century it was not longer possible to argue on the basis of secularism or,
more concretely, on the basis of international human rights .l ':'

Mehrangiz Kär, an Iranian woman who would perhaps call herself a feminist, di
vides female activists into two groups : conformists and non-conformists, As the
gender-concept of the Iran ian state can surc ly be roughl y called Islamistic!" one
could call 'Aläsvand and Maw läverdi protagonists ofthese two positions, 'Aläsvand
bcing conformist, and Mawlaverdi non-conformist, But how can we interpret the
fact that both women wcrc given high political pos itions undcr Rohani? This shows
on the one hand how problematic many of these categorizations are and second that
antagonistic positions are not onl y pre sent but are simultaneously perhaps also pro
moted possibly by different actors or players in the Islamic Republic .

3.4 Islam

'Aläsvand
'Aläsvand 115 deals extensivcly with the incompatibility of Islam, or more exactly,
feqh-e Esl ämi and din- e Eslämi, and the Convention. She argues that there are com
mon obligations and restrictions which apply to the whole of Islam which led the
Muslim states to eith er not sign the Convention or sign it with reservations. She
looks at these points wh ile focusing on comparative feqh, taking also the Sunni
schools of law into consideration alongside Shiite feq h. According to her two points
need to be dealt with in advance, first : absolute equality or similarity (see 3.2) and
second: the fact that the Quran is an important but not the only source of Islamic
religion and jurisprudence.i " She discusses several areas of family and penal law,
including the age of marriage and divorce regulations, etc. - all of which are areas
where classical law contradicts international law and gender equality as defined in
the Convention. i' " Here I will concentrate only on one point: the question of pol y
gyny.

112 Ibid .:67.
I 13 See: Schneider 20 I0: 404-405, in the discu ss ion about the new Family Draft Law in 2008

publicly no vo ice was raise d for intern ational human rights, e.g. fo r the CE DAW.
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The differences between men and women as mentioned above are confirmed in
the Quran. She invokes the Quranic verse 4:3 on polygamy, according to which 
taking "justice" ( 'adälat) into account - a man can be married to up to four women
at the same time. She quotes Quran 4:3 in Arabic and Persian translation. She argues
that this does not apply to women while at the same time cvery relation besides legal
marriage is forbidden for women and is equally a crime ca lied zin ä. Polygyny is for

her the solution to problems which arise e.g. from war when there is a lack of men .
She praises Quranic regulation in its "justice" to protect the first wife against harm
(tarar). Howcver, this justice refers to external regulations such as giving the same
amount ofmaintenance to all wives, not for example to feelings like love.

In the end she states that these different rights of mcn and women with regard to
polygamy is unanimously accepted by "Islam" because it is rooted in thc Quran and
in several traditions. It is incompatible with the articles land 16 of the Convention.
The right to practice polygamy as in the Quran is also anchored in Iranian national
legislation to which she is also committed.i"

Mawl äverdi
As we have seen, Maw läverdi is convinced that Islam and human rights can be
brought together. Her principal argument is that nobody should be deprived of
her/his rights because of her/his sex. Already the title of her article "gofternän
maslahatgerä va-CEDAW" - meaning "discourse of acting in the interest of public
welfare and the CEDAW " shows Mawläverdr's different approach. She is not fo
cusing on feqh of the four Sunni schools of law or the Shiites. Her goal is not to
point to common "Islamic" dogmas which, according to Aläsvand, are based on
Quranic rulings such as polygyny and lead her to the opinion that the CEDA W can
not be accepted. Instead, Mawläverdi focuses on modern developments ofJeqh. She
deals with the creation of the Expediency Council in 1988 as the result of a deadlock
between the Parliament - the legislative body - and the Council of Guardians. This
body examines the laws passed by the Parliament for compatibility with the consti
tution and with sharia. She describes the Expcdiency Council more or less as a stra
tegie organ to resolve deadlock and concludes that both institutions have more or
less the same competence as the Expediency Council does not have a monopoly in
interp reting feqh and is unable to legislate against sharia.!" In this context she
quotes Motahhäri - the gender-theoretician mentioned above - with an interesting
comment: When rationalism and pub lic welfare are criteria for legislation in an
Islamic soc iety, th is is Islamic. 120 But if inflexibility prevails ovcr rationalism there
is no place for Islam in society. Pro tecting public welfare might somctimes go so far
as to lead to the abrogation of a proh ibition (hukm-e hariimii, rendering it allowed
(!Jalöl) or obligatory (wäjib) . The understanding of religion is bound to time and
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space and the role of women in particular has to be seen in this context. She expla ins
that this is not in opposition to religion. One way is to look for Quranic verses,
hadith, and traditions that have not been looked at, another is to take maslahat into
consideration. With maslahat the requirements of time and place can be taken into
consideration. Can we not, she asks, be religiou s and give women and men the same
rights? 121 Why should there be differences at the expense of women only to the
benefit of men?

Mawläverdi quotes many important scholars in Islamic history to show that in
terpretation of the law changes and has to change according to time and space. Ac
cording to Imam Khomeini ijtihäd is dynam ic. She quotes Äyatolläh Jannati who
argue s that ijtihäd is an instrument that harmonizes f eqh with life.122 She turns to
Egypt and Qäsim Amin (1863-1908), the scholar who is often seen as the first ferni
nist. Amin advocated that women have to be seen as protected persons who have the
same rights and dutie s as men. For hirn the root of the problem lies not in religion
but in tradition. He was, she argue s, convinced that it would be possible to give
women their deserved place in society.l'" Furthermore, she points to Muhammad
'Abdüh, also Egyptian, whose aim was not, as she explains, to imitate the West to
find ways out of what he saw as the decay of the Islamic world . She mentions
Muharnrnad Jawäd Mughni yyah (1872-1979)124, a Shiite scholar from Lebanon who
was convinced that the religious rituals ( 'ebädät) are not explicable, but that rules
and laws can be comprehended and that the jurist has to discover indicators. r"
Mawläverdi states that in the area of ritual one has to rely on the texts, but in the
area of human relations (mo 'ämalät) reasonable maslahat must be taken into ac
count. Finally she refers to Khätami, Iranian President from 1997-2005 who coined
the idea that feqh had to be avant-gard (pistäz ). Again (see also 3.5), she points to
the idea of human right s and gender equality as a universal idea that states must take
into consideration. While it is necessary to adhere to cultural and religious identit y,
integra tion into the global community is also imperative so as not to miss the train .
These values are undeniable. Mawl äverdi considers the differentiation between men
and women to be a consequence of worldwide patriarchal societ y and concludes: lt
is a fact that true Islam (Esläm- e väqe 'I) is in complete agreement with the standards
of international human rights .126And:

If there seems to be sometimes a conflict (ta 'äroz), one should cast doubt on
the reading of Islam or the understanding of human rights. !"

121 Ibid.: 211.
122 Ibid.: 2 12.
123 Ibid.
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125 Ibid.: 213.
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Dogmatism is not seientifie, she argues. There are different interpretat ions oifeqh as
well as of hum an rights but the pr ineiple is human digni ty aeeording to wh ieh texts
must be interpreted . She repeats that nobody ea n be deprived of his/her rights on the
bas is of gender'" .

To summarize, both scholars refer to Islam and are eager to show that Islam is the
source for the ir respective positions on the CE DAW. ' Aläsvand sticks more to the
c1assical f eqh and wants to give the impres sion that other interpretations are not
acceptab le; she refers to no new approaches in Quranic interpretation. On the other
hand, Mawläverdi is well aware ofthese different app roaches, and to an even gre ater
extent to the fact that Islamic texts as well as hum an rights texts such as the Con
vention are open to human interpretation . Logically, she refers to the spirit of Islam
- which is for her compatib le with human rights - and to several histo rical and con
temporary scholars in Iran an d other Muslim state s who opted for a "dyna rnic" in
terpretation. She does not go into detail eoncerning conflieting views betw een a
classical or traditiona l interpretation of gend er roles and modern approaehes towards
this topic . Nor does she refer to legislation in other Muslim states. Instead she takes
recourse to Iranians. In her art icle she often refers to "the Imam", meaning Kho
meini, but also to President Khätami, the hope ofthe reforrners and President oflran
at the time ofwriting.

3.5 Strategie arguments in favor of or against the ratifieation of the CEDAW
' Aläsavand

Sorne supporters of the rati fication of the Convention, whom 'Aläsvand mentions
very briefly, vote for its ratification with reservations, sornething she is against be
eause these reservations ean be cancelled, Whether or not the reservation is void
(fasid) is, as she explains in a footnote 'f", a legal question. r''' Furthermore, interna
tional pressure under which reservations are often withdrawn has to be taken into
consideration. I'" In chapter seven she presents several arguments against the ratifiea
tion and rejeeting the arg uments supporting the Convention: (I) the pressure exerted
by the international cornrnunity; (2) the alleged impossibility of acting in the realm

128 Ibid.: 215.
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reservation in the ratification of a human rights eovenant. A sharia-based reservation is an
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ofthe international community without ratifying the Convention; (3) the necessity of
change to national legislation; (4) the question of whether the Convention will , or
has already become an international legal custom (jus cogens). 132 With regard to
these points she argues as folIows:

I . Iran is already criticized for gender discriminatory laws, a fact that will not
change upon ratification because this would be accompanied by reservations
(Pers . shuriit]. If Iran ratifies it is then obliged to provide regular reports and
there is a push towards international standards that are in opposition to Islam.

2. To act in the world without ratifying the CEDAW is not impossible. If Iran had a
seat in the CEDAW committee it would, according to supporters, be able to in
fluence the discussion about Islam and to correct misunderstandings about Ira
nian and Islamic law in the UNo Rejecting this, 'Aläsvand states that in similar
situations such as when Iran was chair of the OIC , Iran has been unable to use
this position as an instrument. It is true that the world needs the voice of Islam 
but this can be done elsewhere.

3. With regard to national legislation, she describes the position of supporters who
argue that Iranian laws could develop on an Islamic basis for women under in
ternational influence. 'Aläsvand concedes that some laws might be discrimina
tory but that the constitution of Iran has principles which safeguard women's in
terests. She calls for legal development in Iran itselfwithout foreign pressure.

4. The Convention and gender equality are not yet internationally binding customs,
a jus cogens, as the jurists call it. .Aläsvand l33 asks whether the Convention is al
ready a legal custom binding for all countries, noting that many countries have
signed it (albeit with reservations) whereas sorne did not ratify it at all. The Con
vention is not part ofthe international custom. i" She connects this to the Islamic
Republic's legal system and that of other Muslim states as weil as to the decJara
tion of Islamic human rights .

Her final statement is that Iran together with the OIC-states should develop an Is
lamic Charter for Women's Rights, concluding that the arguments in support ofthe
CEDAWare weak and thus uncompelling. Finally she not only draws the concJu
sion the CEDAW should for no reason be ratified, but that its ratification would
even be harmful to wornen.' :"

Mawl äverdi
Mawläverdis starting point is "maslahat" which can roughly be translated as "pub
lic welfare" . She exp lains that governments or rulers in Islam have the possibility to
use this theoretical tool in case ofa conflict between sharia and a rule (bokm).136She

132 Ibid.: 133-145.
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quotes Khomeini himself, who argued that the pro tection of the ord er of the state is
the highest "maslahat" because it is anational maslahat. Even the most important
Islamic rituals such as pilgrimage may be suspended if nece ssitated by national
welfare because pi lgrimage will not tak e place ifthe welfare ofthe Islami c Republic
is in danger. ':" Mawl äverdi defines maslahat as a benefit that the lawg iver pro vidcs
for his citizens by protecting religion, life, reason, offspring and property.

States supporting cultural relativ ism should be reminded that hum an rights are a
worldwide accomplishment. Equality for gender - not equali ty of the sexes - giving
them the same rights and fair chances without taking physical differences into co n
sideration in all areas is included. Inequality is rooted in history, cul tural thought
and patriarchal structures especially in traditional societies but also in develo ped
societies .r" Women's rights play an important role and the most important indicator
is the ratification of the CEDAW. Iran is part of the global co mmunity. Oth er Mus 
lim states have already ratified it. Moreover 1/6 of the convention draft ing co mmit
tee came from states with a Muslim population. Again referring to Khomeini who
saw maslahat as a priority to protect the Islamic state, she broadly points to the fact
that especially in Shiite Islam interpretations that favor gend er equality are possi
ble.139

She points to other Islamic countries wh ich have signed the CEDAW.
Mawläverdl sees Iran in danger of being isolated on an inte rnational leve l because
the state has yet to rat ify the CEDAW.140

Starting with Risse /Sikkink' s "spiral-model" according to which international
human rights Conventions are or are not introduced into national contexts and a fter
having stated tha t Iran - not having ratified the CEDAW - is stuck on phase 2 of
this model i.e. "denial", I argue that the process of accepting or not accepting inter
national human rights is more complex and necessitates a closer look. Th e national
actors, 'Aläsvand and Mawläverdi, are weIl aware of the international pressure and
the arguments in favour and against its ratification . So although the CE DAW is not
ratified, the content of this international convention is hotly and controversially
debated in an Iranian context.

4. Conclusion

On the basi s of what has been said, taking advantage of the so-called translational
turn has been vital to understanding how categories "travel" and "arrive" and are
then integrated into anational discourse. It is essential to look at these translat ions
not only in a pragmatic way by checking which terms are chosen as equivalents in

137 Ibid.: 203- 204.
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the other language in e.g. the official tran slation of a document or convention, but in
a wider sense, as an analytical tool to understand the underlying political and social
discourses which may lead to new legislation. The discussion about the ratification
or non-ratification of the CE DAW focused on certain terms and eoneepts, of which
gender-equality and /or "similarity" , the role of feminism in the drafting of the Con
vention and the question 01' compatibility with "Islam" or Islamic jurisprudence were
examined as the most prominent. Hopefully it has been shown how eminently
important it is to carefully examine the terminology and eonneeted coneepts. This
analysis reveal s that there are in fact interesting shifts and twists in meaning when
discussed in Iran - as is surely also the case elsewhere. The normal understanding in
the Convention' s text, the Arabic (and also the non-official Persian tran slation), and
the dictionary, ete. 01' "equality" as gender equality now becomes for 'Aläsvand
"sirnilarity", On the other hand , the Arabo-persian tas ävi is used for an "Islamic"
concept 01' "equality" which includes gender-unequal regulations as permission for
polygyny. This discourse is influenced by Motahhari, who eoined the statement
"Islam is for equality but against sirnilarity". Similarity is understood and defined as
the eomplete ignoring 01' differcnces between men and women and loaded with the
negative connotations 01' "complete identicalness" and "making everything the
same" whieh cannot, as is stated over and over again, be aecepted in Islam. This is a
common argument ofboth seholars.

It has not onl y beeome obvious that the discourse in Iran was deeply influeneed
by Motahhari' s critical atti tude towards what he calls "similarity" and "absolute"
equality, but that this is somehow a hegemonic discourse. 'Aläsvand used and re
ferred to it, reading it into the Convention' s text , but also Mawläverdl in her more
defensive style feIt obliged to prove that "sirn ilarity" is NOT the Convention 's spirit
and that absolute equality is not what matters.

According to the international diseourse, the question whether or not there are
biological differenees or even psychological differenees between the sexes plays no
role , nowhere is this mentioned in the Convention. The argument is rather whether
or not there are differences as sex cannot be used as reason for diserimination. So
' Aläsvand ' s lengthy explanations and arguments that there is seientific prooffor the
difference between men and women are not the point. To the point in is her eonc1u
sion , narnely that these differenees lead to different rights for men and wornen. After
having interpreted the Convention's term "equality" as "similarity", she add s a twist
in definition of rrights" as "obligations" whieh are "taken from wornen's shoulders",
This irnplies an irnprovernent for wornen where actually it is rneant to hinder thern
frorn e.g. becorning judges. Like Mawläverdi she draws on rnany arguments: biolo
gistic, psyehologistic (not Mawl äverdi) and religious, here referring espeeially to the
Quran l4 1

, but exc1udes any social argurnents !" .

141 If presumed that English translations are being used in the international human rights
dialogu es, this ean lead to confusion! If one uses the "normal" translation of tasävi as
"equ ality" on which to base a reading of Motahhäri's statement that Islam has nothing
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The resulting question was whether the "translations" proposed by the two pro
tagon ists need to be see n as arevision of the letter and spirit ofthe Women's Con
vention. This was presumed by Bachmann-Medic k for the Islamic context, in partic
ular with regard to the Islamic Human Rights Dec1aration (Cairo Dec1arat ion). With
regard to 'Aläsvand ' s position, it is obvious that she revises the understanding of
"eq uality", sett ing the Convention's terminus for equality against an Islamic term for
equa lity that is at least used in the Arabic version of the Convention, stuffing it with
a conservative " Islamic" content based on gender ineq uality. Thus for example the
acceptance of polygyny while explicitly denying women the same right (to marry
several men) is c1early incompatible with the Convention's pro hibition to discrimi
nate against women. She is we il aware of this and therefore argues frankly aga inst
its ratification. On the contrary, Maw läverdi proposes that gender equalityltasävl is
possi ble in "(the) Islam", her understanding wou ld match the English "equality"
concept of the Convention, However she is cautious not to touch upon sensitive
top ics in detail and thus never mentions the question of polygyny but only generally
points to a possi ble new interpretatio n of Quranic verses. She probably avoids this
top ic knowi ng that polygyny is firmly rooted in the Irania n legal system as in many
other legal systems of Muslim states - with the exception only of Turkey and Tuni
sia - knowi ng that the abo lishment of polygyny is a "taboo-topic" in legal discourse
which cannot be touched upon. Just as many other Muslim states , in the case of
ratification Iran would have to make certai n reservations. On the other hand
Maw läverdi speaks out for the possibility of further developing Islamic law to adopt
it to the changing conditions of life and adds that the spirit of Islam , or what she
calls "true" Islam, is compat ible with human rights.

Following Bachmann- Medick ' s proposed tenninology, it can be argued that
Mawl äverdi "translates" into the Iranian cultural context, whereas 'Aläsvand revises.
Both 'Aläsvand and Maw läverdi 's systems of reference are equally religious - even
if one comes to the con c1usion of a potential acceptance of equality in ls lamic law,
and the other denies it. Th is also shows that the "arrival" of internat iona l legal norms
is interw oven with cultural patterns and bound to the local discursive context.
Mawläverdf's approach indic ates that processes of inter-c ultura l norm -bui lding as
c1aimed by Bachmann-Medick l43 are possible , but the two contradictory opinions of
'Aläsvand and Mawläverdi also demonstrate the difficulty of these processes and
how uncertain it is that they will ultimately influence legislation. For the time being
this seems rather unl ikely in Iran, even before the backdro p of the new appointments
ofboth scho lars to high political positions.

against gender equalit y, one is lead to bclieve that the absolute legal equality as enshrined in
the Convention is also given in this Islamic interpretation whereas it is, in fact, not. Again it
bccomes obvious how important it is to look at the accurate understanding and the
interwoven cultural concepts.

142 see Schneider 20 10.
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The final quest ion was under which condition states "rest" on a certain position
in the spira l mode l and how this is connected to the so called "principled ideas"
mentioned by Risse/Sikkink. The discourse goes much further than debating the
ratificat ion of an international Convention. It is the reflection of an inner-Iranian
discourse of different gender-models on the basis of "scientific" biological argu
ments as weil as the question of the "right" interpre tation of Islam as either compati 
ble or incompatible with human rights and gender equality. Risse/Sikkink ask about
the conditions under which the spiral model can be interrupted, resulting in the sta
bilization of the status quo of norm violation. We can observe this in the case of
Iran: it consists of repression (= stage I) and consistent denial (= stage 2) combined
with more repression aga inst those circles discuss ing the CEDAWand at the same
time the deve lopme nt of "other competing principled ideas" . These "other compet
ing principled ideas" - i.e. the Islamic concept of gender-difference - are promoted
to confront concepts of international human rights. Supporting those concepts and
ideas becomes not only astate sponsored concept but also the hegemonic discourse,
defaming other conce pts as "Western" and thus displacing or even elimi nating them .
These "ot her principled ideas" are very powerfu l in Iran. 'Aläsvand offers a whole
counter-model to what she - but also Abu-Lughod - consider to be the "imperialis
tic" "Western" concept of gende r-roles and gender-equality. Whereas both
' Aläsvand and Abu-Lughod, a conservative professor of the Islamic Republic and
feminist scholar in the US, support the idea of "family" against individualism,
'Aläsvand goes one step further by justify ing differe nt family roles by referring to
biology and religious arguments. Both, 'Aläsvand and Abu-Lughod, take the term i
nology, concepts and discourses of international human rights into consideration and
explicitly refute them, but again 'Aläsvand goes one step further in building up
"o ur" concepts, a point which Abu-Lughod is missing.

Non-observance of the UN Conventions may lead to a process of "sharning" as
argued by Risse/Sikkink, but if the hegemonic counte r-model of gender relations is
strong enough and has the state 's back ing, the tables are turned: 'Aläsvand sees no
need whatsoever for Iran to be "asharned", but rather self-assured. She promotes the
idea that it is necessary for Iran to work towards an independent declaration of Is
lamic human rights, a counter-mo del to the whole human rights catalogue. Shaming
only functions on the basis of (implic it or explicit) acceptance of rules that have
been violated. In the event that those rules are not accepted at all, if there are "other
powerfu l principled ideas" , shaming is instead transformed into a self-confident
representation of these principled ideas, whatever they may be.

'Aläsvand teaches at the state-funded Madrasa of Zahra in Qom. One could
there fore develop the hypothesis that she is part of a state- sponsored project to de
velop and promote an " lslamic answer" to international human rights and Western
gender-role-models. From this point of view it is interesting to point to her rhetoric.
Often she speaks of "us" and "the rn". This is the creation of a hegemonic discourse
through the promotion of specia l scholars and groups, giving them political posi-
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tions. However, even when the hegemonie diseourse is powered by the state, it is not
possible to silenee other "translations" eompletely.
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